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INTRODUCTION
,

.

This Request for Additional Information (RFI) is the result of an

evaluation of the information contained in the Arkansas Power and Light
Ccapany's (AP sL) letters dated January 8, 1981 [1] and February 27, 1981 (21 to
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) , in response to NUREG-0737 (31, Items
II.K. 3. 2, " Report on Overall Saf ety Ef fect of Power-Cperated Relief Valve

.

(PORV) Isolation System *; II.K.3.7, " Evaluation of PORV Opening Probability
During Overpressure Transient"; and II.K.3.17, " Report on Outages of Emergency
Core-Cooling Systems Licensee Report and Proposed Technical Specification
Changes." The evaluation revealed several items of concern. Additional
information relating to these concerns is needed before a final evaluation can

Nbydi@h.'YW.5 .5&h& *1*}[nh}% $ ?'.? W Y M S Y'h.'i'R I" $ 5h *?NW'NASWS'b a*WN'WOY? i? t

The concerns and the addi:ional information needed to facilitate a review
are identified in this RFI. The Licensee ( AP EL) is requested to s*;pply the
inf ormation indicated and any additional inf ormation that may be necessary to
permit resolution of the concerns.
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| Item II.K.3.2
Report on Overall Safety Effect of

Power-Operated Relief Valve Isolation System
,

BACKGRCUND

In NUREG-0565 [4], " Generic Evaluation of Small Break Icss-of-Coolant

Accident Behavior in Babcock & Wilcox Designed 177-FA Operating Plants," the
.

Bulletins and Orders Task Force recommended that licensees of Babcock & Wilcox
(B&W) designed nuclear steam supply systems (NSSS) should do the following t

o Provide a system which will assure that the block valve protects
against a stuck open PORV. This system will cause the block valve to
close when RCS (reactor coolant system) pressure has decreased to some
value below the pressure at which the PORV should have reseated This.

*ddikS?ND/.N.4 ph@ysQa'ghou14 %o,rpopaysi-@@rsfMjfpahM&hh%1cetisei'ishonid{d/M$y[Wf
'

f perform a confirmatory test of the automatic block valve closure
sy stem.

o Submit a report to the NRC which discusses the saf ety valve failure
rate experienced in B&W cperating plants.

These recommendations were later incorporated into "MI Action Plan Items

II.K. 3.1 and II.K. 3. 2, resuectively. In Ref erence 3, the staf f delayed imple-
mentation of 'IMI Action Item II.K.3.1, "Installatien and Testing of Autcmatic
PORV Isolation System," until pending PORV reliability analysis confir:ned that
an automatic system was necessary. Specifically, 'IMI Action Item II.K.3. 2,
" Report on Overall Safety Eff ect of PORV Isolation System," required licensees
to (1) submit a report for staf f review documenting the various actions taken
to decrease ne precability of a small-brea< !4CA caused by a stuck-Ocen PORV
and to show hcw these acticns constitute suf ficient improvements in reactor
safety; and (2) include in the analysis reactor saf ety valve f ailure rates
cased on past history of the operating plants designed by the saecific NSSS

) vendors.

In Reference 1, AP&I. submitted its response to NUREG-0737, Item II.K. 3. 2,
in the form of a generic report prepared by B&W. AP&I. concluded that existing
plant systems are adequate at Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1 (ANO-1) and that

modifications since the "MI accident constitute sufficient improvement in
reactor saf ety so that an automatic ?ORV isclation system is not required.
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CONCERNe

Reference 3 provided clarification to TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.2 whibh

stipulates that modifications to reduce the likelihood of a stuck-open PORV
would be considered sufficient improvement in reactor safety if they reduce
the probability of a small-break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) caused by a,

stuck-cpen PORV so that it is not a significant contributor to the prcbability
.

of a small-break LOCA due to all causes. In addition, the clarification

specified that the report provided in response to Item II.K.3.2 should include
(1) an analysis of safety valve failures based on cperating experie.nce of
pre s sucited-wa te r -reactor (PWR) vendor designs and (2) an evaluation of the

effect from an automatic PORV isolation system including the potential of
qfif6'%i.'M:*i$capsiruf a;<ubseiuent/s.tdek%nis5fetykOfte.in'dTtheIEsieraiIle'ffet$ti6nfsAfe5NN5N.N!b)'

'

f*

with respect to other accidents.

In the generic B&W report, the procability cf a small break LOCA fren a

stuck-open PCRV was estimated by two methods. Cne method was described by B&W

as an analytical effort, while the seccnd was based en cperatienal data. In

the 3&W analytical method, the cnallenges to tne FCR7 were those f rem over-

pressure transients, transients with delayed auxiliary feedwater (AIW),
operator actions upon abnormal transient cperator's guidelines (ATOG),
instrumentation control faults, and additional considerations from NUREG-0737,
Item II.K.3.7. The probability of the PCRV failing to close on demand was

determined from mechanical and non-mecnanical failure data. The mechanical
centribution to the ?CR7 failure pectacility was derived f:cm 3&W SSSS
cperational failure data coupled with an estimate fe: the total nummer of PCRV
openings experienced. The non-mechanical failure data were determined frcm
B&W analy sis. The prebacility cf a small-creak LOCA f:cm a stuck-cpen PCRV was
determined to be 5.04 x 10~ per reactor-year. The calculated procability

was the product of the frequency of the PCRV being demanded open times the
probability of the PCRV remaining in the cpen position.

In the second method, B&W cited three events f:cm its cperating history
whien would have actuated the PCR7 to cpen, assuming the revised high pressure
reactor trip and ?CR7 cpening setpoints had een in ef fect. 3&W then stated
that other plant reconfigurations (e.g. , upg sdes en auxiliary f eedwater ,
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control circuitry of PORV, non-nuclear instrumentation (NNI) power sources, AC
,

power sources) have reduced the probability of these PORV actuations. Using ,o

the estimate that one event could occur in 45 years of B&W plant cperation and
the PORV failure probability from the first method, the prcbability of a PCRV

~

small-break LOCA was shown to be 4.7 x 10 per reactor-year.

The B&W generic analysis did not address the safety relief valve concerns
.

of NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.2. Specifically, B&W cited insufficient cperating
data to warrant an estimate of the safety valve failure rates. As a conse- |

quence, the generic analysis did not consider the probability of a small-break
LOCA fecm a stuck-open saf ety valve. Item II.K.3.2 required licensees to '

compile operational data regarding pressuri:er safety valves for PWR vendor
Weg.Jjp q'; design.s gFrom.p.) muse . data 2:safetiy3 valve [failuserv,ates:/werei, tom.dete'rmlned,g?.?PL4.Mt9 x. .

.. . . . . - - 2 - -

u c ''

and used to assess the probability of a stuck-cpen safety valve small-creak
LO CA.

Item II.K.3.2 also indicated th4t actual oceratienal data may be used in
the analysis, provided they are appropriate. The bases for any assumptions
used were to be clearly stated and ;ustified. Sufficient justifi:stien has not
been provided in the B&W generic report. The PORV cpening probability in a

-3transient with delayed AFR is assigned a group f requency of 1.4 x 10 per

reactor year f:cm a B&W calculation which used average unavailability from a
referenced generic AFW reliability study (BAW-1584) in conjunction with
unref ar nced gene:ic Electric Power Research Institute (IPRI) data en icss of
main 'eedwater f:equency and loss of off ai:a pcwe- (*00?) f:e que ncy. The ?3RVs

opening due to instrumentation centrol faults' gro g f:equency has ceen
~

sstimated at 5 x 10 per :eactor year with no justificatien supplied as to

how the estimate was determined. The PCRV cpenir.g probability f:cm additional
censiderations cf NCREG-0737, Item II.K.3.7, unes unref erenced histcrical data
to arrive at an initiator group frequency of 1.8 x 10 per reacter year.

~

In the determination of the PCRV f a' lure :ste to close upon de and, an

estimate of 250 PORV cpenings i: .eade without justification or cc :e* aticn to
otner recorded plant transient data. In additien, a non mechanical centributor

~

to the f ailure rate is estimated .as 1 x 1C pe: demand without fu: ..e:

justificaticn.
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In the second method of determining the PORV opening demand f requency, an
estimate of one initiating event per 45 years of B&W plant eperation is given,
although actual experience indicates a much higher f requency. Certain plant
modifications are mentioned in the discussion that follows, but insufficient

detail is presented to allow substantiating calculations.

Iten II.K.3.2 also indicated that licensees had the eption of preparing
and submitting either a plant-specific or a generic report. If a generic

~

report was submitted, each licensee was to document the applicability of the
generic report to his own plant. APEL has not addressed the applicability of
the B&W generic report to ANO-1.

On the basis of the information provided in Reference 1, the staff is
.- . . .

"*:wN / W h y pnab to.,concurr.yitit. APsL8{ i:onc1'usionisith'at ;theprequiraments of. NDREG-0737jfy-h%%f,

;
, .,

Item II.K.3.2, are met with the current PCRV configuration and setpoint and
that it is net necessary to address the requirement for an aut: mat c bl:ck
valve closure system in accordance with NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.1.

:.ICUEST

In order for tne staf f to continue its review cf APEL's response to TMI
Action Plan Item II.K.3.2, additional information is requested.

,

1. A detailed descrfption of the various actions taken to decrease the
probability of a small-break LOCA caused by a stuck-cpen PORV, **her
than the revised high pressure reactor trip and PCRV cpening
se tpoint s.

2. A calculation of saf et.' valve failure rates cased :n past history =f
the cperating plants designed :y the NSSS vendors.

3. An analysis of the probability f a small-brea< LOCA caused by a
stuck-epen safety valve.

4. An analysis of the ef fect of cperating with the PCRV blocr.ing valve
shut, except as required for depressurization under operating
guidelines (e.g. , steam generator tube rupture) . In this analysis,
examine the increased pctential fc causing a stuck-cpen safety valve
and the overall ef f ect en saf ety (e.g. , ef fect en ether accidents) .

5. Further clarification of the ref erences and the .methed used to
determine the initiato; frequency of 1.4 x 10-3 per react:r-year
for a PCRV cpening en a transient with delayed APM.

.. .
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6. A justification of the estimated initiator frequency of 5 x 10~3, per
! reactor year for a PORV opening due to instrumentation control faults.

7. A justified estimate of how many PORV openings (multiple coenings p'er
transient) could be expected with each initiator frequency group.

8. A justification of the numbers used to determine the initiator
frequency of 1.8 x 10-3 per reactor-year from PORV opening of
overcooling transients that initiate high pressure injection (EPI)
and result in an overpressure c=ndition when the cperater fails to -

throttle or terminate HPI.

9. A justification of the estimate of 250 demands used to determine the
mechanical contributor to the rate of failure of the PORV to close on
demand.

10. An explanation of the analysis performed to arrive at the
*

~N
. non-mechanical contributor to.PORV failure cat

; ,.F in% % |?;5NV'.cdennand.%5.$.CW.Y=-?'A'.HW$4OV2& 'I''I*''E'''e of 1. x 1_0-3 7ec ' .'M* W ' Y d'Y. , W 5g N. ..o . .

~ ' ~'

11. A fetailed analysis and justifica:icn Of the esti ste tha: One PCRV
demand pening event c uld cc ur in 45 years Of EsW plant Operation.
Include a detailed descriptien of the specific plant rece:. figurations j
that have upgraded the AIM system, the control cire sitry cf the PORV,
the NNI power sources, and the AC power scurces that hava ==ntributed
to the aforementiened initiating f requency esti a:e.

12. A discussion of the applicability of the B&W generic report to ANO-1
.

design.

O
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Item II.K.3.7
Evaluation of Power-Operated Relief Valve

Opening Probability During Overpressure Transient
t

BACKGRCUND

In Reference 4, the staf f described B&W's analyses evaluating the reactor

system sensitivity to anticipated transients, in order to determine if the
.

PORV challenge rate could be reduced. The analyses were performed two ways:

(1) assuming the expected values of core tractivity coefficients, instrument

error, pressurizer spray,. and heater performances and (2) assuming the censer-

vative valuars that were used for transient analyses in the plant Final Safety
Analysis Reports (ESARs) . Using the expected values and an assumed high

.v;)r.,M 'wd psessdre ssedet'oritir.ip .setpoinU6fI23' 0 pskgMttier| calculated. maximum.}reactOi.hJkish/hys0

svstem pressure was always less than the revised PORV actuation se: point of

2450 psig. '' sing :ne conservative assumptions of -he FIAR analyse s, the RCS.

pressure was limited to less than 1500 psig. For this latter case, :ne PORV

coened but the safety valves were not chal'enged.

Based en the. test estimate calcula:icns perf: med =y 3&W, :ne ';RC staf f
concluded that the frequercy of PORV cnallenges had been : educed using the
revised MRV actuation and high pressure reactor trip setpoints and assuming
the anticioatorf trips functioned as designed. However, the NRC staff could

not make a quantitative judgment of the expected freteency ard recemmended that
additional analyses be performed for anticipated transients snien indicate tne

sensitivi:7 cf ?:RV : allenc es to (1 :ne var:stien in :::e phys;:: paraceters

wnich may cecur in the plan: :ycles (1) single failures in mit: sat;ng systems;
and (3) ::ansients which do not actuate the anticipatorf trips.

In NUFIG-0737, tem II.K.3.7, the NRC staff clarified this petition and

:equested licensees to document that the PORV will cpen in '.ess inan 5% of all

anticipated overpressure transients using the revised setpoints and anticipa-
tory trips for the :ange of plant cenditions which might occur during a f.sel

'cycle. The analytical assumptions were to include these specifiec in the

plant T5ARs. The results of these nere detailed and extensive a.alyses were := !

te used to dete:mine ae expe :ed f: quency of PCRV cpenings f:: Overpressure
::ansients.

.. .,
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In Reference 1, APEL concluded that analytical predictio:.s (given preper
Ard response) result in a value of less than 0.01% of PORV openings for over.-
pressure transients (taking into account the most limiting non-anticipatory-

trips), and historical data show the PCRV opening f requency to be less than
f 1.6% which satisfies the criterion (less than 5%) specified in Item II .K.3.7.

00:CI?Ji *

AP&L has responded to NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.7, with two separate
analyses. The first method employs the use of an analytical model, while the

second relies on operational data.

In the first method, AP&L's analysis consisted of assumed normal, frequency
. . i. ~ .: ~. . . . .4. , ,. u . ;.,.- distributio.. i , < ^ .w.M . : ' ~ . . . . ;:P > %. L * -

ns fof' variation:s.~' .in\ .. !: + '~ n.:.A h .. high'' :p ressure.J. . .-: ... . reactor trip.. " : . p'*yt.,ni :": : .
l the ?ORV. and ti e . - -'' * - *",<. -

setpoints and the pressure evershoct (i.e., rollove r) cf the prira:y system

pressu:e :eyond the high pressu:e :eactor trip se point. These ::.s::ibuti=ns |
|were evaluated with a Monte Carlo simulation and a ec==inatorial nc: mal distri- i

)
bution approach to show that the pretability of actuating the PCRV during an

-6ve:p:essu:e :ransien: is 3.9 x '0 pe: :eact:r-year. On :ne casis of nas.

result, AP&L concluded that with a .99% confidence level, at leas: 99.99% cf
*

all loss of feedwater (LCPA) and turnine trip overpressure ::ansients will not''

open a PORV set to cpen at 2450 psig.

AP&L's second method uses past cperational data f rom NUPIG-0657 (5),
"'"ransient Respense of Sabcock i *iticcx (3&W) Designed Reacto:s," to snew that

wun the pcs: *:iI :evised se:pe .:s and anticipa:: 7 :: ps, the ?CR*/ Open:ng
pec acility is less than 1.6% cf all overpressure ::ansients. Tnia resul: :s

based on AP&L's conclusien that of the 190 reacter ::ips that would have lif ted

:ne 7CRV w :h the cid setpcints, three of these events scu'd nave .ifted :ne

?ORV with the new setpoints.

Neither of the two methods indicates that more detailed and extensive
analyses were performed to determine the sensitivity of PCRV ena11enges (1) to

the variation in core physics paramete:S which may Occur in the plant cycle,
(2) single f ailures in mitigating syste.ms, and (3) ::ansients vn en do not

se:uate tne anticipate:y ::ips.'
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The analytical method only considr'rs overpressure transients caused by
LOFW and turbine trip initiators. Other anticipated transients which produce
an increase in RCS pressure and might cause the p0RV to open include loss of '

'

external electrical load, NNI/ integrated control system (ICS) failures, loss

of condenser vacuum, inadvertent closure of main steam isolation valves, and

inadvertent boron dilution. Since anticipated transients initiated by LorW
and turbine trip produced the bounding pressures f:: ANO-1 pric: to the .

addition of anticipatory reactor trips, these ::ansients appear to be selected

as the basis to evaluate challenges to the PORV. The intent of NUREG-0737,

Item II.K.3.7, was to consider all anticipated overpressure transients. Since

anticipatory tripe on LOFW and turbine trip have been added to the plant design

'

to mininize PORV challenges, further justification is required to demonstrate.
sient s. - Ihn = w e...d' 'on| j.y';. -Q .'$ '.'s&j'G;t.r %- .! A.n .1.$.' ' 't .'

,

aly.s ts' bound s,,-E' ll' an,.'t'i$.-kp% :$ 'h*r;a*n. o
* : .' s , * :'' ' 5

.. .; s, p : * . :rk . , . t . . . = ..: . that' t!ie pro.: !. p G 'vided' an% t t. ..;;* -
..

ated' 3"-".- . - addi ,- 4

'

insufficient informatien was p::vided te ascertain whether :: net tne analyti-
cal assumptiens included these censervative values used fo ::ans;en: analyses
in the plant FSAR.

The sec=nd methed uses Operating history in:luding bcth pre-TM! and
; pcs:-!MI reac:cr trip events f:c= overpressure transients. 3cth se:s of

events were' evaluated to determine which would have caused 3 ?CRV Opening with

the revised setpoints. The significance of the results of this analysis is
nct justified, especially since NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.7, stressed the use of

analytical assumptions consistent with the FSAR. It~is therefore anticipated

that results based on Operating history could net be used te demonstrate

::rpliance with tne ::1:ar; n of N'JREO-0737, : tem ::.K.3.~.

REOUEST

Cn :ne casts cf :he inf ormacien p cvided y Reference 1, the staff is

unacle to concur with APSL's conclusion that the requirements of NUREG-0737,
Item ::.K. 3. 7, are met. For the staff to continue its review, additional

information is requested.

1. A mere detailed and extensive analysis which demens::stes :ce
sensitivity cf POR7 :hallenges to (1) the variation in :::e pt.ysics
parareters which may ccqu: in tne p'.an: :y:*e, (D single f ailu:es in.

?.itigating systems, and (3) transients wnien fc no: actuate :ne

.. .
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antic *patory trips. The analysis provided should document that the
PORV will open in less than 5% of all anticipated transients using.

revised setpoints and anticipatory trips for the range of plant
conditions which might occur during a fuel cycle. The analysis '

provided should identify the FSAR analytical assu=ptions used.
,

2. For the analysis provided in Reference 1,

a. The basis for including only IDW and turbine trip anticipated
transients instead of all possible overpressure initiators. .

D. A justification of the use of a standard deviation of 1.4 psi for
the high pressure reactor trip setpoint of 2300 psig and the PORV
opening setpoint of 2450 psig.

c. A justification of the use of a constant 17.4 psi pressure
correction to the rollover data and a descriptien of the method

v. -..?, .~ C- . . e;' *:.'i5% 9 .R. '.'.Y. hich, the 17. 4. constant was . calculated.J,:.t;*m.y M.,wk .n..W M.&.W W .y..h:".t6 N +, 3M* M Q.W
by w + .

. .. 4 .J-),,;.,q;c3%*a u: uf 2 .. .. . . . .
, ..

e

d. The statistical methed used to conclude that with a 994
tenfidence at least 99.99% cf all ' P"4 and turbine trip high4
pressure transients will not cpen the ?2RV set at 245: psig.

e. A discussion of the method employed to determine that three of
the past PCRV actuations would have lifted the PCRV with the
revised setpoints.

f. A detailed description of the modifications incorporated into
subsequent plant designs which formed the conclusion :nat these

three PORV cpenings would have been precluded, given the same
initiating events. The response should include a discussion of
whether or not these modifications have been implemented at ANO-1.

g. The method used to determine that the probability cf the PCRV
cpening during an overpressure transient is 3.3 x 10-* per
reactor-year. Specifically, identify the nt=cer of everpressure
transients per reactor-year used in the analysis.

.. . .
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Item II.K.3.17
Report on Outages of Emergency Core-Cooling Systems Licensee

Report and Proposed Technical Specification Changes
t

6

BACKGROUND

In NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.17, the NRC requested that the Licensee submit

a report detailing dates, lengths, and causes of outages for all emergency
.

core cooling (ECC) systems for the 5 years of plant operation through 1980.
The purpose of the request was to obtain a quantitative history of the unreli-
ability of the ECC systems to help the NRC determine if cumulative outage
limitations are required in technical specifications.

To clarify the issue, the report was to contain the following details on
e ....e . - :. . . . . . . u , . > .A .a p u .; ; ,.s, outages thae,'.....:... .... . ....w.:.i :,.d... ,, :.:;~,... ,. M+ .. .. f:rous 1980 s-917 v ' ". !,*n.: .,-

. . . . . . . ,

r occuered'.during;'the"7 years "o plant < operation ~~

dates and durations, (2) causes, including test and maintenance, (3) ICC

systems or co penents involved, and (4) corrective actions taken. In addition,

the Licensee was to pecpose changes to improve the availability of ICC system
equipment, if necessary.

AP&L responded to this request in a letter to the NRC dated Te:ruary 27,
1981 [2].

CCNCERN

Evaluation of calculated small break transients, with the assumptions of
preper Operator actions and the worst single f ailure in the ICC syetems, has
snewn that scee small t:sa.<s will result in partial uncovering of :ne :::e.
3cwever, technical specifications permit several components of the ICC systems
to nave substantial cutage times. In additi:n, there are no cumulative cutage
limitations for ECC systems. Chus, the unavailability of an ICC system train
for extended periods is not precluded.

For an evaluation of the responses to NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.17, to be

meaningful and to produce significant conclusions, the responses must be
remplete and accurate. They must include , for the 5 years of plant Operatien
through 1980, not only the cutage dates, durations, and :auses, ICC system
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{ equipment involved, and corrective actions taken, but also documentation of the

chronicle of reactor opera':ing modes, outages of the diesel generators, and ,
identification of the ECC system trains affected by the outages. Outages for
surveillance testing and for planned, unplanned, and preventive maintenance
should also be reported. This information will be used to determine the
cumulative outage time of each ECC system train per reactor year and the need
f or cumulative cutage limitations in the tech .ical specifica icns.

.

APst's response (2) lists only six outages at ANO-1 associated with
licensee event reports (I.ERs) . It does not appear to include test and

maintenance outages or those outages of lesser impact which did not require
submittal of an I.EP. but contributed to cumulative ECC system unavailability.

G:i; -|ti,y ; 3(The,b&I,iresponTe.'doesrnot'."prodiAs sufficient} iist5'rsationl'tO'satisfit ths'"" INW "N EP 'j '

I

objective of NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.17

FIQUEST

To enable the staff to centinue its review cf APEL's rescense .o

'C?23-0737,1:em !!.K.3.17, addi:icnal inf ormatien is required.

1. A ccmplete su=: arf cf each ecmpenent outage in the KC and diesel
generator systems for the 5 years of plant operation through 1980.
For each outage, include the date, duration, and cause, the EC or
diesel generator system, train, and ccmponent involved, and corrective
action taken. Include outages for surveillance testing and planned,
unplanned, or preventive maintenance.
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